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A. SAFETY 0 / 5

1. Review school safety policies and procedures.

2. Review classroom safety rules and procedures.

3. Review safety procedures for using equipment in the classroom.

4. Identify major causes of work-related accidents in office environments.

5. Demonstrate safety skills in an office/work environment.

B. STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS 0 / 5

1. Identify the purpose and goals of a Career and Technology Student
Organization (CTSO).

2. Explain how CTSOs are integral parts of specific clusters, majors, and/or
courses.

3. Explain the benefits and responsibilities of being a member of a CTSO.

4. List leadership opportunities that are available to students through participation
in CTSO conferences, competitions, community service, philanthropy, and
other activities.

5. Explain how participation in CTSOs can promote lifelong benefits in other
professional and civic organizations.

C. TECHNOLOGY KNOWLEDGE 6 / 7

1. Demonstrate proficiency and skills associated with the use of technologies that
are common to a specific occupation.

2. Identify proper netiquette when using e-mail, social media, and other
technologies for communication purposes.

Business Communication
Digital Citizenship

Email & Electronic Calendars

3. Identify potential abuse and unethical uses of laptops, tablets, computers,
and/or networks.

Computing Systems
Digital Citizenship

4. Explain the consequences of social, illegal, and unethical uses of technology
(e.g., piracy; illegal downloading; licensing infringement; inappropriate uses of
software, hardware, and mobile devices in the work environment).

Digital Citizenship

5. Discuss legal issues and the terms of use related to copyright laws, fair use
laws, and ethics pertaining to downloading of images, photographs,
documents, video, sounds, music, trademarks, and other elements for personal
use.

Digital Citizenship
Web Research

6. Describe ethical and legal practices of safeguarding the confidentiality of
business-related information.

Professionalism

7. Describe possible threats to a laptop, tablet, computer, and/or network and
methods of avoiding attacks.

Computing Systems
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D. PERSONAL QUALITIES AND EMPLOYABILITY
SKILLS

6 / 16

1. Demonstrate punctuality.

2. Demonstrate self-representation.

3. Demonstrate work ethic.

4. Demonstrate respect.

5. Demonstrate time management. Professionalism

6. Demonstrate integrity.

7. Demonstrate leadership. Professionalism

8. Demonstrate teamwork and collaboration. Google Collaboration
Professionalism

9. Demonstrate conflict resolution. Professionalism

10. Demonstrate perseverance.

11. Demonstrate commitment.

12. Demonstrate a healthy view of competition.

13. Demonstrate a global perspective. International Business

14. Demonstrate health and fitness.

15. Demonstrate self-direction.

16. Demonstrate lifelong learning. Career Development

E. PROFESSIONAL KNOWLEDGE 10 / 13

1. Demonstrate effective speaking and listening skills. Public Speaking

2. Demonstrate effective reading and writing skills. Written Communication

3. Demonstrate mathematical reasoning.

4. Demonstrate job-specific mathematics skills.

5. Demonstrate critical-thinking and problem-solving skills. New Module - Coming Soon!

6. Demonstrate creativity and resourcefulness.

7. Demonstrate an understanding of business ethics. Business Law

8. Demonstrate confidentiality. Professionalism
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9. Demonstrate an understanding of workplace structures, organizations,
systems, and climates.

Management

10. Demonstrate diversity awareness. International Business

11. Demonstrate job acquisition and advancement skills. Job Seeking Skills
Professionalism

12. Demonstrate task management skills. Professionalism

13. Demonstrate customer-service skills. Customer Service

F. ECONOMIC FUNDAMENTALS 6 / 6

1. Explain the major characteristics of the American economic system. Economics

2. Explain the principles of the production and marketing of goods and services. Entrepreneurship
International Business

Marketing
Marketing Project

3. Explain the economic role played by business in satisfying customer needs and
wants in a free enterprise system.

Economics

4. Explain the economic responsibilities of citizenship in a free enterprise system. Economics

5. Distinguish between economic systems around the world and their effect on
how businesses operate in the United States.

Economics
International Business

6. Explain the principles of supply, demand, and equilibrium in a free enterprise
system.

Economics

G. BUSINESS AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT 4 / 5

1. Identify the management functions. Management

2. List the responsibilities involved at the different levels of management. Management

3. List characteristics of effective leaders. Management
Professionalism

4. Identify different types of leadership styles. Management
Professionalism

5. Explain the five functions of business: accounting, finance, production,
marketing, and management.

H. INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 4 / 7

1. Define international business. International Business

2. Explain the impact of geography on world trade. International Business

3. Discuss the role the United States has played in international trade throughout
history.
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4. Analyze cultural considerations and social environments that impact global
business relations (Fair Trade Agreements).

International Business

5. Research the impact of international business activities on the local, state, and
national economies.

6. Identify small business opportunities in international trade. International Business

7. Describe the impact of electronic communication tools (e.g., internet, video
conferencing, webcasts, and email) on global business activities.

I. ENTREPRENEURSHIP 3 / 5

1. Identify the various forms of business ownership. Entrepreneurship

2. Analyze the advantages and disadvantages of business ownership. Entrepreneurship

3. Analyze business types (e.g., retail, service, wholesale, and manufacturing).

4. Determine major causes of business failure. Entrepreneurship

5. Describe e-commerce and how it promotes business opportunities (e.g., social
media, blogs, click-and-mortar)

J. FINANCIAL PLANNING 4 / 7

1. Define SMART and understand how SMART is used to develop goals. Career Development
Professionalism

2. Develop short-term, intermediate, and long-term financial goals. Entrepreneurship

3. Understand, plan, and create a budget. Personal Financial Literacy

4. Demonstrate procedures for managing financial accounts, e.g., debit, credit,
savings, and checking.

Accounting

5. Identify various ways in which money can be invested (stocks, bonds, mutual
funds, real estate, etc.).

6. Compare and contrast simple and compound interest.

7. Define Rule of 72.

K. UNDERSTANDING AND USING CREDIT 1 / 4

1. Compare and contrast various sources of credit.

2. Explain the advantages and disadvantages of using credit.

3. Explain how a good credit record can be established and maintained. Personal Financial Literacy

4. Explain how businesses use credit.

L. RISK MANAGEMENT (INSURANCE) 0 / 1
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1. Identify the various types of insurance (home, life, medical, automobile, liability,
disability, etc.).

M. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 2 / 3

1. Identify ways that technology impacts business.

2. Apply appropriate application software to complete common business tasks. Multiple Locations

3. Identify collaborative tools for business, e.g., Google Apps, Office Suite. Google Collaboration

O. MARKETING FUNDAMENTALS 3 / 5

1. Define marketing. Marketing

2. Identify the functions of marketing. Marketing

3. Explain the components of the marketing mix (the Four P’s). Marketing

4. Identify consumer rights and responsibilities.

5. List sources of consumer information.

P. MERCHANDISING FUNDAMENTALS 1 / 4

1. Define merchandising and other related terms.

2. Explain the concept of product mix. Marketing

3. Demonstrate an understanding of the buying process.

4. Analyze the impact of trends on merchandising.

Q. CAREER DEVELOPMENT 5 / 6

1. Evaluate career opportunities within the Business, Marketing, and Finance
clusters.

Career Development
Customer Service
Entrepreneurship

Marketing

2. Develop a career plan to include writing a resume, completing a job application,
preparing for an interview, dressing appropriately, etc.

Career Development
Job Seeking Skills
Professionalism

3. Identify sources of employment opportunities. Career Development
Job Seeking Skills

4. Identify appropriate dress and grooming for the workplace. Professionalism

5. Develop an electronic portfolio for career opportunities.

6. Identify behaviors considered to be appropriate or inappropriate in a job
interview.

Job Seeking Skills
Professionalism


